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Our brand.
All IPEE products are designed and developed
based on a three principle philosophy:
Technology

Simplicity

Other companies rely on existing measuring
technologies to offer flushing systems. At IPEE
we questioned them. We asked ourselves what
exactly should be measured in order to design
the best possible automatic flushing systems
on the market. Based on our insights, we
developed all of our multi-patented technology
from scratch.

Although we work with an ingenious technology
at IPEE, we didn’t want to complicate it.
Therefore we spent a lot of time making
our products as easy as can be for all of our
stakeholders. Universal applicable design,
effortless installation and ease of use. That’s
what we kept in mind during the design,
the development and the manufacturing of
our products, resulting in solid and reliable
solutions for you as a manufacturer.

Sustainability
Our mission to improve the environment gives
rise to providing water saving products only.
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Products.
Sanitary ware comes in many shapes and sizes. To provide
every urinal and toilet out there with the best possible
performance, IPEE developed multiple flushing systems.
Because only the best is good enough.

Every IPEE flushing system comes standard
with all the features modern sanitary ware
requires. Even IPEE’s unique overflow
prevention technology is always included
because we don’t compromise on excellent
performance and water saving.

However, we understand that sometimes you
need more than a flushing system. That’s why
all of our products are available in three trims:
Basic, Plus and Premium.

Basic

Plus

Premium

IPEE Basic has all the
features you need in a easyto-use, no-nonsense setup.
It’s a flushing system that
offers excellent hygiene and
precision.

IPEE Plus is for those who
need more than just an
automatic flushing system.
IPEE Plus offers more control,
convenience and experience.

IPEE Premium is for those who
demand the best available
user experience sanitary
ware can offer. IPEE Premium
offeres the most refined and
satisfying user interaction.
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Urinal technology
There’s a sensor
for every urinal.
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Mini
For urinals with a back water inlet
and an integrated ceramic siphon.

Vortex
For urinals with a back water inlet
and horizontal water outlet.

Runner
For urinals with a back water inlet
and vertical water outlet.
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Mini
IPEE Mini is a widely applicable solution to automatically
flush urinals. The intelligent sensor detects through
plastic and ceramic surfaces when the urinal is used and
flushes based on this data. It is designed for urinals with
an integrated ceramic siphon.

Compact architecture

IPEE Mini is an extremely compact sensor that fits
easily inside most urinals. Don’t be mistaken by its
small dimensions though: IPEE Mini is equipped with
smart functionalities such as automatic overflow
prevention and stadium mode.

Start-end-detection

Unlike other flushing technologies, the IPEE Mini
sensor is able to detect both the start and end of
usage. This results in perfectly timed flushes and an
unrivaled user experience.

Non-invasive detection

IPEE Mini can detect through ceramic and plastic
surfaces and thus never gets in direct contact
with urine. This makes the system very reliable
and insensitive to wear, resulting in a product that
requires no maintenance at all.
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▲  IPEE Mini
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Mini: specifications
Small size, big performance
IPEE Mini is specifically designed for
urinals with a back water inlet. The sensor is
attached to the back wall of the urinal, where
it is completely protected from vandalism and
invisible to the user. IPEE Mini comes with
many smart, watersaving functions such as an
automatic overflow prevention and stadium
mode.

Overflow prevention

Vandal proof

No false flushes

Quick & easy to install
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Key advantages
Advantages

for manufacturer

for installer/end user

Non-invasive technology

Longlasting technology

No maintenance

Start-end-detection

Reliable performance

Flawless user experience

Hidden technology

No visible wear of components

Aesthetic & vandal proof solution

Plug and Play

Minimal customer support required

Easy to install

Overflow prevention

Competitive advantage

No flooded bathrooms

Fully integratable system

Compatible with most sanitary ware

Simple and cost-efficient pack

Specifications
Technical information
Flushing volume

Adjustable: 0,8L - 1,5L - 3,0L

Overflow prevention

Yes

Stadium mode

Yes

Installation

Hidden

Norms

EN 61000-6-3, EN 15091

Dimensions

88 x 52 x 17 mm

Power versions

Battery 6V or mains 230V

Input/Output: version specific
Basic

Power; valve

Plus

Power; valve; override button/reed contact

Premium

Power; valve; override button/reed contact; LED light
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Vortex
IPEE Vortex is an automatic flushing system for urinals
with a horizontal water outlet. The smart sensor is
mounted on a dedicated siphon and measures both the
water level and concentration in it. It flawlessly detects
when the urinal is being used and will flush accordingly.

For horizontal outlet urinals

IPEE Vortex is designed for urinals with a horizontal
water outlet and is remarkably easy to install. Simply
slide the sensor over the dedicated siphon, connect
the cables and hoses and Vortex is ready for action.

Start-end-detection

Unlike other flushing technologies, the IPEE Vortex
sensor is able to detect both the start and end of
usage. This results in perfectly timed flushes and an
unrivaled user experience.

Non-invasive detection

IPEE Vortex can detect through the plastic surface
of the siphon and therefore never gets in contact
with urine. This makes the system very reliable
and insensitive to wear, resulting in a product that
requires no maintenance.
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▲  IPEE Vortex
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Vortex: specifications
Driven by simplicity
IPEE Vortex is specifically designed for urinals
with a back water inlet and horizontal water
outlet. It consists of a unique siphon with
measuring bands and a compact sensor that
slides over it. IPEE Vortex monitors both the
water level and concentration inside the trap,
which results in a very precise performance.

Overflow prevention

Vandal proof

No false flushes

Quick & easy to install
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Key advantages
Advantages

for manufacturer

for installer/end user

Non-invasive technology

Longlasting technology

No maintenance

Start-end-detection

Reliable performance

Flawless user experience

Hidden technology

No visible wear of components

Aesthetic & vandal proof solution

Plug and Play

Minimal customer support required

Easy to install

Overflow prevention

Competitive advantage

No flooded bathrooms

Fully integratable system

Compatible with most sanitary ware

Simple and cost-efficient pack

Specifications
Technical information
Flushing volume

Adjustable: 0,8L - 1,5L - 3,0L

Overflow prevention

Yes

Stadium mode

No

Installation

Hidden

Norms

EN 274, EN 61000-6-3, EN 15091

Dimensions

110 x 125 x 49 mm

Power versions

Battery 6V or mains 230V

Input/output: version specific
Plus

Power; valve; override button/reed contact

Premium

Power; valve; override button/reed contact; LED light
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Runner
IPEE Runner is an automatic flushing system for urinals
with a vertical water outlet. The smart sensor is mounted
on a dedicated P-trap and measures both the water level
and the concentration in it. IPEE Runner will detect when
the urinal is being used and will flush accordingly.

For vertical outlet urinals

IPEE Runner is designed and developed for urinals
with a vertical water outlet. The small sensor is
mounted directly on the dedicated P-trap.

Start-end-detection

Unlike other flushing technologies, the IPEE Runner
sensor is able to detect both the start and end of
usage. This results in perfectly timed flushes and an
unrivaled user experience.

Non-invasive detection

IPEE Runner can detect through the plastic surface
of the P-trap and never gets in contact with urine.
This makes the system very reliable and insensitive
to wear, resulting in a product that requires no
maintenance.
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▲  IPEE Runner
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Runner: specifications
Small size, big performance
IPEE Runner is specifically designed for urinals
with a back water inlet and vertical water outlet.
It consists of a P-trap* with measuring bands
and a compact sensor that’s attached to it.
IPEE Runner monitors both the water level and
concentration inside the trap, wich results in a
very precise performance.
* IPEE Runner technology can be applied to
a wide range of P-traps, requiring little to no
modifications.
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Overflow prevention

Vandal proof

No false flushes

Quick & easy to install

Key advantages
Advantages

for manufacturer

for installer/end user

Non-invasive technology

Longlasting technology

No maintenance

Start-end-detection

Reliable performance

Flawless user experience

Hidden technology

No visible wear of components

Aesthetic & vandal proof solution

Plug and Play

Minimal customer support required

Easy to install

Overflow prevention

Competitive advantage

No flooded bathrooms

Fully integratable system

Compatible with most sanitary ware

Simple and cost-efficient pack

Specifications
Technical information
Flushing volume

Adjustable: 0,8L - 1,5L - 3,0L

Overflow prevention

Yes

Stadium mode

No

Installation

Hidden

Norms

EN 274, EN 61000-6-3, EN 15091

Dimensions

82 x 48 x 24 mm

Power versions

Battery 6V or mains 230V

Output: version specific
Plus

Power; valve; override button

Premium

Power; valve; override button; LED light
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Toilet technology
Auto-flushing
reinvented.
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Spectre
IPEE Spectre is a unique measuring technology that
tackles the problems of classic automatic flushing
systems: it prevents that the IR system is triggered by
accident. Spectre constantly monitors the water level and
concentration inside the toilet and therefore knows if a
toilet has been used and needs to be flushed. In addition
the toilet will automatically shut down its functionality
when it’s blocked preventing any kind of overflow.

No more user frustration

Thanks to its unique, twofold detection technology,
IPEE Spectre is able to eliminate all water wasting,
frustrating false flushes and the accompanying user
irritations once and for all.

Smart feedback

When IPEE Spectre detects a blockage, it will
automatically cease flushing. Simultaneously a red
LED in the sensor plate will light up to communicate
the problem to the user.

Non-invasive detection

IPEE Spectre can detect through the ceramic surface
of the toilet bowl. Because it never gets in direct
contact with urine, the technology is very reliable
and insensitive to wear, resulting in a product that
requires no maintenance.
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▲  IPEE Spectre
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Spectre: specifications
Perfecting detecting
IPEE Spectre flushing technology consists of a
high-class presence sensor that detects when a
person is sitting on the toilet and another sensor
that’s constantly monitoring what’s happening
inside the bowl. Only if both sensors indicate
that the toilet has been used and the user has
stood up, the toilet will flush automatically.
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Overflow prevention

Vandal proof

No false flushes

Key advantages
Advantages

for manufacturer

for installer/end user

Non-invasive technology

Longlasting technology

No maintenance

Start-end-detection

Reliable performance

Flawless user experience

Hidden technology

No visible wear of components

Aesthetic & vandal proof solution

Plug and Play

Minimal customer support required

Easy to install

Overflow prevention

Competitive advantage

No flooded bathrooms

Fully integratable system

Compatible with most sanitary ware

Simple and cost-efficient pack

For questions about the integration of IPEE
Spectre into your ceramics, please contact your
local IPEE representative.

Specifications
Technical information
Flushing volume

Basic: 4,5L - Plus & Premium: 3L | 6L

Overflow prevention

Yes

Installation

Hidden

Norms

EN 61000-6-3

Dimensions

39 x 39 x 15mm

Power versions

Mains 230V

Version differences
Basic

Monoflush: 4,5L with metal sensor plate

Plus

Duoflush: 3L | 6L with metal sensor plate

Premium

Duoflush: 3L | 6L with glass sensor plate
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IPEE nv
Belgium

info@ipee.eu
www.ipee.eu

